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SynopSiS

in their small town, the Parkers are known for their discretion and reclusiveness. 
Behind closed doors, the father, Frank, rules his family with a firm severity.

Following the brutal and unexpected death of their mother, teenage daughters iris 
and rose need to start looking after their younger brother rory. Soon though, they 
must carry even more weight as they are faced with new responsibilities. At their 
father’s command, they must continue a macabre ancestral tradition at all costs.

But when a torrential storm hits the region, the town’s rivers overflow, and the 
local authorities start to uncover clues that lead them closer to the Parker family’s  
terrible secret.



about the movie

After winning raves for their 2010 indie vampire thriller, “Stake Land,” writer/direc-
tor Jim miCKLE and co-writer niCK DAmiCi were mulling over what to do next.  
“there was a movie called ‘We Are What We Are’ that kept showing up at the same 
festivals ‘Stake Land’ was in,” mickle recalls.  “i never got a chance to see it.  But 
it sounded awesome.”
 
the film, made by mexican director Jorge michel grau, was about a family of  
cannibals living in urban mexico City whose teenage members must take on the 
responsibilities of hunting and providing ritual meals for the group, following the 
passing of their father.  After optioning SomoS Lo QUE HAy from Jorge, the produ-
cers immediately though mickle would be the ideal fit for the re-imagining. 
 
But mickle was not a fan of remakes, particularly of horror movies.  “it just feels 
so manipulative and devoid of ideas, especially, as in this case, because it was 
a recent movie, and it was a foreign movie.”  Damici, who had also co-written 
mickle’s previous film, horror thriller “mulberry Street,” had similar feelings.   
“you can’t remake a film.  you can only reinvent one,” he notes.  “But when they 
said, ‘you guys can start from scratch,’ then i was interested.”
 
the two screened the mexican film, and mickle found ingredients that appealed to 
him.  “it bit off a very specific – culturally-specific – chunk of it, so it felt like there 
was another movie that could be made, even with these pieces, without simply 
repeating the original.  i didn’t want to just remake Jorge’s very filmmaker-driven 
movie, but rather do a sort of a companion piece.  So we moved on it.”
 
Weeks after deciding to jump in, the two began their usual process of writing a 
script, which they completed quickly, in a month.  “the way we do it,” Damici ex-
plains, “is i write, and then have to send it to Jim, and he edits it.  i’ll tend to go over-
board, like killing somebody with a bulldozer, and he’ll pull me back.  it works just 
fine.”  Adds mickle, “He starts an idea, telling me, ‘i’m just kind of playing with this,’  
and i start to steer him.  it’s a fun process.”

the first thing the two writers did was flip the family dynamics around, having 
the mother, not the father, die off early in the film.  “the original takes place in 
mexico City, and it’s very urban, featuring the poor slums of that city,” the director 
explains.  “it’s the father who dies in the opening scene, and then it’s the brothers 
who remain, and they’re dealing with replacing the dad and being the man of the 
house, which i think has a lot to do with the male role and patriarchy in mexican 
culture.  Which felt personal to Jorge, because it’s his first film.”
 
mickle, instead, wanted something that he could relate to. Says Damici, “We origi-
nally put it in new orleans, but we quickly realized that neither of us knew much 
about new orleans.” mickle had grown up in a small town in Pennsylvania, and 
had spent quite a lot of time in rural upstate new york. “it’s a place both nick and i 
understand,” he notes.
 
While grau’s film wasn’t specifically about cannibalism, and took a slightly more 
comical approach, mickle says, he instead wanted to focus on the characters and 
what would drive their behavior. “We’re better at character dramas that make you 
want to be able to feel for these people. So we just kept asking ourselves, ‘Well, 



what would actually drive you to do this?’ But not do it in a way that would be so 
extreme that it throws you off the idea.”

the answer, for mickle, laid in religion. “religions often become corrupt from the 
places where they began. People often have an incredible blind faith that drives 
them to do things simply because they’ve been done before, without ever really 
thinking about it,” he says. “it’s about the only thing we could think of that convinces 
mass groups of people to kill one another and not feel guilty about it.” Adds Damici, 
“religious extremism today says that, ‘if i kill, and god says that’s okay, it’s good.’ 
that gave the two a launching point. “it was interesting to explore,” says mickle, 
“how something could actually convince you to do something so horrid. But if you 
grew up with it, and it’s the only thing you’ve ever known, and the people you trust 
are telling you the way it is, is that all that much crazier than any religion? So it was 
kind of fun to take that idea and stretch it, but try to keep it as realistic as possible.”
 
Since the original film provided no backstory on the family, mickle and Damici 
realized they were free to create any kind of religion they liked, as well as invent 
its history, some of which is dramatized in flashbacks in the film. Says Damici, 
“We started to ask ourselves, ‘Well, how did this family come about?’ We came up 
with this history of a stranded family, as we see in the flashbacks to the 1700s. 
they have to eat meat, but to cope with the method of providing it, they make it 
part of their religion. We thought, ‘Wow – imagine this guy whose religion is to eat 
people?’. the question then becomes, ‘How do you make that real?’”
 
one way was through the various pieces of the mythology of the religion, most of 
which is laid out through the treasured family book, which details both the his-
tory and procedures to which the Parkers must refer. “it’s not unlike any religion,” 
mickle says. “Every religion has its signature book, which is sort of a manual, in 
some ways. in our case, it’s a cookbook.”
 
one of the things the book details is the procedure for carving up a freshly-killed 
neighbor for consumption purposes, as the girls must do with poor mrs. Stratton.  
“that was a lot of back and forth, between Jim and me,” Damici recalls, “Jim gave 
me a book on butchering meat. He didn’t want to do a whole graphic sequence 
where we’re gonna cut the body and chop up the meat. He came to me and said, 
‘How cool would it be if we just mark it out, the different cuts, the way butchers do 



it?’ And i said, ‘okay, what if they do it with lipstick?’”
 
the other part of the myth involved the illness factor – tied to a real illness that 
cannibals in new guinea actually suffer from. that illness, Kuru disease, a form 
of Prion’s disease, causes degeneration of the nervous system, due to continual 
consumption of human brain tissue. “it’s sort of a mad Cow Disease for people,” ex-
plains mickle. “We were then able to use that in the whole faith idea – again, what 
would be a strong enough motivation, and still be realistic enough to drive the story 
forward? they believe that if they don’t continue carrying on the tradition, god will 
punish them with the disease,” which was apparently the case with mrs. Parker.
the most important part of bringing this “religion” of mickle’s and Damici’s to life is, 
of course, through the rich characters they created and the cast who portray them.  
At the center of it all is Frank, the family patriarch, portrayed by veteran actor BiLL 
SAgE (“American Psycho”). mickle is a longtime fan of director Hal Hartley, who 
has often used the actor. “When i fell in love with movies, it was through films like 
Hal’s ‘Simple men’ and ‘Amateur,’ which Bill was in. But then he did this texas cop 
drama a little later, ‘EvenHand,’ and i just thought, ‘Every time this guy pops up in a 
movie, he’s fuckin’ great!’” 
 
Sage found the project instantly appealing. “Both the story and the character hit 
me – from the inside and from the outside,” he says. “From the inside, i just felt i 
had the facility to do it. And on the outside, i appreciated it because of where we are 
as a country now with religious zealotry. When i finished reading the script, it was 
during the republican primary, and i had just listened to something rick Santorum 
was saying – he got a little too close for comfort. Everything’s so black and white 
about religion in this country. So it appealed to me on that level, as well.”
 
For Frank, it’s simple, Sage says. “the family has to stay together. Lamb’s Day has 
to be observed. And that’s the way it is.”
 
the characters of the girls, iris and rose, were also very carefully drawn out, lest 
they throw the audience off track.  “they’re two sisters who have both been shielded 
from the world,” mickle explains.  “they’re both very isolated, but i didn’t want 
them to be just like weird ‘Addams Family’ girls, but simply people who haven’t 
quite seen the outside world.”  But make no mistake about it, they’re cut from the 
same cloth as their father.  “i wanted the audience to spend the first half of the mo-

vie with them, and feel sorry for them because of their loss and what they’re going 
through.  But then we throw this curve ball, and you realize they’re monsters from 
a monstrous family – but you still keep your sympathies with them and see them 
as much as victims as anything else.” mickle originally had a different actress set 
to portray 17-year-old iris, the older of Frank’s two daughters, but, after a schedule 
change, he began searching for a family’s new matriarch, just weeks before shoo-
ting.  “AmByr CHiLDErS’ agent sent over a scene she had taped for something 
else, and it totally floored me – there was something that she did with very little, 
which was exactly what iris is.”
Ambyr Childers, aged 24, who is married with a young daughter herself, was in 
Cannes with her husband when she received word from her agent that a director 
wished to speak with her.  “i read the script, and just thought, ‘Hm, this is a mouth-
ful,’” the actress, recalls.  “i had never really done a character that was both intro-
verted, yet dying to express herself, but never could because of her upbringing.  And 
projects with little dialogue are challenging for an actor – but it also communicates 
even more to the audience watching the movie.”
 
Childers also understood iris’s plight.  “She’s forced into the role of filling her mo-
ther’s shoes.  i think being a young girl that’s put into that situation, where the 
mother passes away, and she’s left with two younger siblings, as well as a father 
who’s not present and has to carry on the tradition by himself, is a tough spot to be 
in.  i think that even though the father wore the trousers in the family, the mother 
had to have great strength.  And i think that’s where iris gets all her strength to 
follow through and complete the tasks she needs to and take care of the family.”
 
the actress also had another connection to her character.  “i was raised in a mor-
mon family,” something she no longer practices, she says.  “So my upbringing was 
similar in a lot of ways to iris’s.  i didn’t have any friends growing up.  i grew up in a 
very conservative home.  i had my sister as my friend, just as rose is in the movie.  
you just kind of stick together as a family.  Also, like iris, i began to question the 
things i had been taught as a child, and eventually moved away from the religion to 
find my own way.  So that really helped me be in the right headspace for the film.”
 
Playing iris’s younger sister, rose, is 18-year-old JULiA gArnEr, who had appeared 
previously as Sage’s daughter last year in “Electrick Children.”  “Julia’s been acting 
for a couple of years, but she’s still a kid, which is great,” mickle says.  “She still has 



this child-like wonderment in so many ways, and so many things just come to her 
so naturally.” “i’m very picky with horror films, because i have a hard time watching 
them,” the young actress admits.  “But i thought the dialogue was so good, and it 
had a really interesting story. 

 Seven-year-old JACK gorE plays the youngest of the Parker clan, rory, who, when 
“supper” is served, gleefully digs in as if he has just been given the prize drumstick 
on thanksgiving.  So how did the lad feel about playing a cannibal?  “He read the 
script, but i think he didn’t catch on to the clues,” mickle recalls.  “We talked to 
his parents and asked them, ‘How much do you guys want us to explain, and how 
much do you want to explain?’  they were just happy to say, ‘He knows as much as 
his character does, so just let him go with it.’”
 
Playing the kind-but-nosy neighbor, marge is KELLy mcgiLLiS, of course known 
best for her appearances in “top gun” and “Witness,” but unfortunately not seen 
often enough by audiences today.  “She actually did ‘Stake Land’ for me, and then 
we brought her back for this role, which was kind of saddled with so much darkness 
and heaviness,” mickle explains.  “i gave her a call and said, ‘We have a movie for 
you.  it’s not a horror movie – i know you don’t like horror movies.’ She read it, and 
said, ‘yep, great!  i’m comin’!’  it was fun for her.”
 
marge has a unique relationship with Frank, completely unaware, of course,  
of what goes on downstairs in his nearby shed.  “She lives on his property in a trai-
ler, but she’s not the typical ‘poor white trash,’” the director explains.  “She’s there 
by choice.  She’s downsizing her life, much like Kelly actually has, who now lives 
in a small town, which i think made for an ‘in’ for her.  marge is probably a woman 
who’s made her own mistakes.  She sees Frank in these horrible moments that he 
doesn’t even let his own family see, of him grieving and what-not, and because 
she’s seen some of it, she feels that connection.”
 
Sage also got to share the screen with another favorite actor of both him and mickle 
– miCHAEL PArKS, who portrays Doc Barrow, and whose career spans back to the 
days of classic 1960s television – everything from “Ben Casey” to “Perry mason.”  
“most people know him today from ‘twin Peaks’ and ‘then Came Bronson,’ but he 
started popping up again in ‘From Dusk till Dawn’ and robert rodriguez films like 
‘grind House,’” mickle says.  “i just love him.  We wrote the part as sort of a bit older 



making the movie

W E ArE WHAt WE ArE was filmed mostly on location in the Catkills region 
of upstate new york, near the towns of margaretville and Bovina, over a 
five-week period beginning late may 2012. “i love the Catskills,” says Jim 

mickle.  “i spent a lot of time there and have a place there and edited there, and i 
really wanted to capture the feel of the region. i think we’re all big fans of sort of 
timeless movies, where, other than a cell phone that might pop up, it could take 
place in any decade. that’s something we wanted to embrace.”
 
mickle engaged production designer russell Barnes, who shared the director’s 
vision.  “We originally had in mind to create an ethereal, almost magical look,”  
he notes.  “But then, once the film was cast, that changed, because the looks  
of the actors were all so striking.”  Adds mickle, “russell and i spent a lot of time 
identifying the textures and shapes we wanted to have onscreen. And that included 
building a movie around the two girls, to sort of use them as production design,  
in a way, because they both have such awesome and extreme looks. Julia, espe-
cially, with her braided hair and her skin, is like a Chinese lantern. they’re both like 
porcelain dolls.”

version of Frank, and right away, i was, like, ‘Wouldn’t it be incredible if we could 
get michael Parks?’  i wrote him a respectful fan letter and sent him the script.   
And one of the first things he said to me was, ‘i think one of the greatest lines in all 
of modern cinema is, ‘Did you eat my daughter?’  i said, ‘Awesome – you get it!’”
 Frank and Barrow are essentially two sides of the same coin, the director states.  
“they’re both dealing with loss and tragedy, and one of them, Barrow, turns it into a 
positive and pushes forward and uses it to fuel his live, while the other, Frank, winds 
up being the demise of his entire family because of it.”
 
nick Damici himself, interestingly, originally pictured himself as Barrow – an idea 
quickly shot down by his writing partner.  So he said, ‘What about Sheriff meeks?  
you can beef it up if you want.’  i told him, ‘no, you can’t beef that up.  i’ll play it like 
it is.’  it’s a little part.  it’s fine.”





 the girls’ costumes similarly recall another era.  “our costume designer, Liz Vas-
tola, has them in dresses that are totally out of fashion.  yet they find a way to still 
blend in, which i thought was really cool,” mickle says.
 
the film was shot by director of photography ryan Samul, a longtime associate of 
mickle’s.  “We met early on when we were both grips,” the director recalls.  When 
i made my first movie, ‘mulberry Street,’ i wanted to give people breaks, and used 
ryan as DP.  We shoot everything together.”
 
Samul is particularly adept at shooting in the darkened house interior, particularly 
challenging after the lights have gone out due to the storm.  “the house has a very 
dark look,” mickle adds, “which i think it will have whether they have electricity or 
not.  And even when the power is on, everything is lit from the outside.  And ryan is 
not afraid to under-expose.  We watched a lot of movies where DPs aren’t afraid to 
light a wall and have the actor in front of it and not have them be silhouetted.  it’s 
pretty risky, but i love that ryan was willing to explore that.”



jim mickle (Writer/Director)

J im mickle was born in Pottstown, Pennsylva-
nia and graduated from nyU’s undergraduate 
film program. in his third, highly anticipa-

ted feature, WE ArE WHAt WE ArE, starring Julia 
garner (mArtHA mArCy mAy mArLEnE), Ambyr 
Childers (tHE mAStEr) and acclaimed character 
actor, Bill Sage (BoArDWALK EmPirE), a seemin-
gly wholesome and benevolent family, the Parkers 
have always kept to themselves, and for good rea-
son.  Behind closed doors, patriarch Frank (Sage) 
rules his family with a rigorous ferver, determined 
to keep his ancestral customs intact at any cost.  As 
a torrential rainstorm moves into the area, tragedy 

strikes and his daughters iris (Childers) and rose (garner) are forced to assume 
responsibilities that extend beyond those of a typical family.  in this re-imagining of 
the 2010 mexican film of the same name, Jim mickle paints a gruesome and sus-
penseful portrait of an introverted family struggling to keep their macabre traditions 
alive, giving us something we can really sink our teeth into.

Prior to this, Jim’s critically acclaimed second feature, StAKE LAnD, draws on the 
post-apocalyptic frenzy described by richard matheson (author of the novel i Am 
LEgEnD) and george romero.  the film takes place in the heartland of America 
where a normal teenage boy is left to survive a vampire epidemic that has swept 
across the country, with the help of a rogue vampire hunter.  StAKE LAnD won the 
People’s Choice Award in the midnight madness Section of the 2010 toronto inter-
national Film Festival and was distributed by iFC Films.  

Jim’s first feature, mULBErry StrEEt, earned acclaim for its atmospheric repre-
sentation of a deadly virus in manhattan that turns people into rat-like creatures, 
and earned the «Best independent Feature» award at the toronto After Dark Film 
Festival.  With dozens of credits dating back a decade, Jim started out working as 
a lighting technician on projects such as trAnSAmEriCA with Felicity Huffman, 

John Cameron mitchell’s SHortBUS and PriDE AnD gLory with Edward norton 
and Colin Farrell.  He also developed his visual style working as a storyboard artist 
on a variety of projects such as tHE HEBrEW HAmmEr and JoUrnEy to tHE EnD 
oF tHE nigHt.  

Jim first toured the festival circuit with tHE UnDErDogS, where he started his 
working relationship with nick Damici, co-writer and actor on all of Jim’s features, 
including WE ArE WHAt WE ArE, continuing their exploration of the darker aspects 
of American culture by re-imagining traditional elements of horror.  With three  
features under his belt, each one more mature than the last, Jim’s career trajec-
tory has been hailed by horror aficionados, comparing it to the likes of guillermo  
del toro, Peter Jackson and Sam raimi, a genre master crossing over into mains-
tream appeal.

FLMOGRAPHY

2013  WE ARE WHAT WE ARE
  - Sundance Film Festival
  - Directors’ Fortnight

2010  STAKE LAND
  - toronto midnight madness *Audience Award

2006  MULBERRY STREET
  - toronto After Dark Film Festival *Best independent Feature 
  - Fantasia Festival *Best Film Finalist
  - Amsterdam Fantastic Film Festival *Black tulip Award 
    (Special Jury mention)



nick Damici (co-Writer/Sheriff meeks)

N ick Damici is a veteran actor whose numerous television credits include 
guest-starring roles on the series CSi: miami, CSi: ny, Law & order, and Life 
on mars, as well as a recurring role on the Black Donnellys.  His feature film 

credits include WorLD trADE CEntEr, Jane Campion’s in tHE CUt, my SEXiESt 
yEAr with Frankie muniz and Harvey Keitel, and the upcoming tHE Don oF  
42nD StrEEt. 

in 2006, Damici co-wrote and starred in the horror film mULBErry StrEEt, which 
earned acclaim for its atmospheric representation of a deadly virus in manhattan 
that turns people into rat-like creatures, and earned the Best independent Feature 
award at the toronto After Dark Film Festival.  Damici reunited with creative par-
tner Jim mickle to take their apocalyptic vision of America in StAKE LAnD prior to  
WE ArE WHAt WE ArE.



actorS

Bill Sage (Frank Parker)

I n addition to We Are What We Are, Bill 
Sage can be seen in Electrick Child-
ren alongside Julia garner and rory 

Culkin. He recently completed production 
on the dark comedy Douglas Brown, the 
racing drama Born to race: Fast track, 
and the comedy Bad Parents opposite 
Janeane garofalo and Cheri oteri.

Known for his portrayals of complex men with disturbing pasts, Sage’s film credits 
include Surviving Family, the green, Shockwave Darkside, the Scientist, Boy Won-
der, Handsome Harry alongside Steve Buscemi and Adian Quinn, Precious: Based 
on the novel Push by Sapphire (Academy Award nominee, Best Picture, 2010), if i 
Didn’t Care with roy Scheider, tennessee directed by Lee Daniels, mysterious Skin 
directed by greg Araki, Boiler room with giovanni ribisi and Vin Diesel, American 
Psycho with Christian Bale, the insider (Academy Award nominee, Best Picture, 
2000), if Lucy Fell with Sarah Jessica Parker and Ben Stiller, i Shot Andy Warhol 
with Lili taylor and the Perez Family directed by mira nair. He has also appeared in 
seven films by director Hal Hartley: the Unbelievable truth, trust, Simple men, Flirt, 
no Such thing, and the girl From monday. His short film, off Season, directed by 
Jonahtan Van tulleken was a BAFtA nominee for Best Short Film in 2010.

His television credits include “Person of interest”, “nurse Jackie”, “Boardwalk 
Empire”, “reconstruction”, “Law & order: Criminal intent”, “nCiS”, “Cashmere 
mafia”, “Law & order”, “numb3rs”, “CSi:miami”, “third Watch”, “the Handler”, 
“CSi”, “the $treet”, “melrose Place”, and “Sex and the City”. off-Broadway credits 
include Aunt Dan & Lemon, Hysterical Blindness, and Snuff. He has also appeared 
in Electra and Sweet Bird of youth both in part of the new Jersey Shakespeare Fes-
tival. Sage is a graduate of State University of new york at Purchase. He currently 
resides in new york City with his wife and their two dogs, Kid and Hank.

Ambyr Childers (Iris Parker)

A mbyr Childers beat out hundreds of young Hol-
lywood hopefuls when she scored the pivotal 
role of Elizabeth Dodd in director Paul thomas 

Anderson’s the master starring Joaquin Phoenix, Phil-
lip Seymour Hoffman and Amy Adams. the film opened 
in September 2012 to critical acclaim. in the summer 
of 2012, Childers filmed the independent feature We 
Are What We Are, which debuts at the 2013 Sundance 
Film Festival. Childers can currently be seen with an 
all-star cast headlined by Sean Penn, ryan gosling and 
Emma Stone in ruben Fleischer’s the gangster Squad.

Childers’ film credits also include Stephen Frears’ Lay the Favorite starring Bruce 
Willis and the upcoming feature, 2 guns directed by Baltasar Kormákur and starring 
Denzel Washington and mark Wahlberg. Additionally, Childers will appear in the 
highly anticipated Showtime series “ray Donovan,” starring opposite Liev Schrei-
ber and Jon Voight premiering Summer 2013. Born in Arizona, Childers grew up in 
Southern California and currently resides in Los Angeles.

Julia Garner (Rose Parker)

J ulia garner’s first job was a supporting 
role in mArtHA mArCy mAy mArLEnE, 
which premiered in competition at Sun-

dance 2011.  But it was her first starring role, 
in the film ELECtriCK CHiLDrEn, which ca-
tapulted Julia to the next level. ELECtriCK 
CHiLDrEn premiered at the 2012 Berlin 
international Film Festival and then at the 
2012 South by Southwest Festival to incre-
dible reviews and fanfare. Julia is in every 
frame of the film and truly exploded off the 
screen.  Julia next stars in WE ArE WHAt WE 
ArE, which will premiere at Sundance 2013, 



and tHE BEginning oF tHE EnD (aka tHE LASt EXorCiSm 2) for Studio Canal and 
CBS Films.  Julia also recently shot yoU CAn’t Win, with michael Pitt, and Uni-
CornS, Leah meyerhoff’s film. Julia is one of five actors to be profiled in Variety 
in their «Searching For the next Sundance Darling» feature, out next week. She 
was selected as one of the “5 new Faces of the 2012 Berlin Film Festival» by the 
Hollywood reporter, as well as one of the «10 Actresses on the rise» by indie Wire 
magazine in 2012.  She was most recently chosen as tHE onLy actor on the “25 
new Faces of independent film of 2012” by Filmmaker magazine, as well as being 
featured in Variety’s 2012 youth impact report.

Jack Gore (Rory Parker)

S even-year-old JACK gorE, native new yor-
ker, was thrilled to make his feature film de-
but in WE ArE WHAt WE ArE.  He will soon 

begin production on nBC’s michael J. Fox series, 
produced by Will gluck. Jack shot an episode of 
30 roCK, and has appeared in numerous com-
mercials and voice overs.  in addition to acting, 
Jack loves his animals (he has 3 dogs and 2 cats), 
baseball, judo, reading, scootering, his little sister, 
and entertaining people with magic.

Kelly McGillis (Marge)

K  elly mcgillis broke through to stardom when she appeared opposite Har-
rison Ford in Peter Weir’s acclaimed WitnESS, which earned her a golden 
globe nomination.  that led to a string of notable feature film credits that 

include toP gUn, mADE in HEAVEn, At FirSt SigHt, tHE BABE with John good-
man, tHE ACCUSED with Jodie Foster, and rob reiner’s nortH. A classically trai-
ned actress who attended Julliard, mcgillis has focused on raising her family and 
continuing her stage craft in recent years, having appeared in numerous acclaimed 
productions including playing ibsen’s Hedda gabler on Broadway in 1994 and per-
forming as mrs. robinson in the national touring company of the stage version 
of the graduate.  recently, mcgillis appeared in a recurring role on Showtime’s 
acclaimed the L Word, and is currently working on the horror film tHE innKEEPErS.
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